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1. Location of key components in the AMO beamline – NEH 1 
The locations of certain key components in the AMO beamline are necessary for the calculation 
of the possible ray trajectories through in the hutch.  The path of the beam into the hutch is 
determined by the three upstream soft x-ray mirrors and limited by the collimators before, C3S1, 
and after, C4S1, the upstream hutch wall.  The beam can be further deflected in the hutch by the 
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors that are used to focus the beam into the interaction region.  The 
KB mirrors can also be withdrawn from the beam by translation of the optics tank.  When they 
are withdrawn, the beam will follow its normal trajectory. 
There are several key locations to be considered in hutch 1 of the near experimental hall (NEH1) 
when describing the beam trajectory.  They are illustrated below and the positions listed in the 
following table.  Information required to derive the position of each of these points is describe in 
appendix I. 

 
Figure 1: Layout of key locations in the x‐ray transport through hutch 1 of the NEH. 
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Positions of key elements in the AMO hutch in LCLS coordinates. 
Component Description X Y Z 
C3S1 Collimator upstream of shield wall 1.0028 1.400 755.973 
C4S1 Collimator downstream of shield wall 1.2263 1.400 758.656 
KB1 Horizontal KB optic 1.6173 1.400 763.3510 
KB2 Vertical KB optic 1.6727 1.400 763.8482 
IP1 Interaction point 1, no KB 1.7502 1.400 764.9455 
IP2 Interaction point 2, no KB 1.9077 1.400 766.8372 
IP1K Interaction point 1, with KB 1.7942 1.4305 764.9408 
IP2K Interaction point 2, with KB 2.0040 1.4830 766.8267 
BP1S1 NEH1 beam penetration, AMO line 1.1979 1.400 758.315 
BP1S2 NEH1 beam penetration, SXR line 0.9873 1.400 758.315 
BP1H NEH1 beam penetration, Hard x-ray line 0.0306 1.400 758.315 
BT1S1 NEH1 Beam termination, AMO, no KB 2.0737 1.400 768.830 
BT1S1K NEH1 Beam termination, AMO with KB 2.2270 1.5380 768.830 
BT1S2 NEH1 Beam termination SXR 1.5705 1.400 768.830 
BT1H NEH1 Beam termination hard x-ray 0.0306 1.400 768.830 
 

2. Possible S1 Beam Trajectories in NEH hutch 1: 
The collimators C3S1 and C3S2 define the possible beam paths in hutch 1 of the Near 
experimental hall.  The collimators, located at the positions indicated above, are specified in the 
LCLS ESD 1.5-133 to have an aperture diameter of 5mm.  Separated by a distance of 2.6923m, 
the collimators define a maximum mis-steer half-angle of 1.8572 mrad as illustrated below. 
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Figure 2: Anamorphic drawing (vertical scale 20x) of the maximum permissible beam angle defined by the collimators C3S1 and 
C4S1. 

The geometry in Figure 2 utilizes the distance between the centers of the two collimators C3S1 
and C4S1, 2.6923m, (taking no credit for the thicknesses of the collimators) and the maximum 
opening of the collimators, 5mm, to determine the beam half- angle as: 

1 0.005tan 0.001857151
2.6923

θ − ⎡ ⎤= =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 

The uncertainty of the position of the beam on the downstream wall in NEH hutch 1 is then the 
projection of that uncertainty angle over the distance to the wall from the center of the two 
collimators: R = sqrt[(768.830 – (758.656 + 755.973)/2)2 + (2.0737 – (1.2263 + 1.0028)/2)2] = 
11.555m, a circle of radius 21.459 mm centered at BT1S1. 
The distance from the center of the two collimators to the downstream wall of the NEH hutch 1 
is slightly longer when the KB mirrors are used to deflect and focus the beam, 11.572m, and the 
resulting circle of beam position uncertainty due to the collimators has a radius of 21.491 mm 
centered at BT1S1K.  To estimate the contribution of the KB optics to the uncertainty in the 
position of the beam deflected from the mirrors, we must first consider the alignment procerdues 
of the KB optics. 
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3. KirkpatrickBaez Optics: 
The KB optics are comprised of two 400mm long silicon mirrors that deflect the beam away 
from the hard x-ray line (KB1) and upward (KB2) at nominal deflection angles of 27.7 mrad.  
Considering the motion of the tank required to remove the optics from the beam, a maximum 
deflection angle of 47.09mrad can be achieved. The optics will be contained in a vacuum tank 
with 4-1/2” conflat flanges on either end.  Key distances provided by the designer (Nicholas 
Kelez at LBNL) are listed here: 
Separation of optics poles 500mm along beam 
Length of mirror 400mm 
Width of mirror ~25mm (side shaping makes it wider in 

middle) 
Entrance flange surface – KB1 pole 352.13 mm 
B4C aperture – KB 1 pole 262.26 mm 
KB2 pole – exit flange surface 353.55 mm 
Mirror grazing incidence angle 13.85 mrad 
 
Using these values, a table of XYZ positions can be determined and used to produce scaled 
drawings.  The plan and elevation view drawings for the KB optics in their nominal operating 
positions are shown below in Figure 3 in an anamorphic view where the vertical scale has been 
expanded by 10x. 
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Figure 3:  Anamorphic view of the KB optics deflecting the beam in plan and elevation views. 
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The beam’s eye view through the KB optics tank with the optics inserted into the beam would be 
approximately the same as that shown in Figure 4. The KB2 optical surface is shown with the 
correct perspective. It is clear that the B4C aperture is important for ensuring that the beam does 
not illuminate the front edge of the optic or pass above the first horizontally deflecting optic. 

 
Figure 4: Beam’s‐eye view of the KB optics showing the front flange in transparent pink color, the B4C aperture in transparent 
brown, the horizontally deflecting KB1 and vertically deflecting KB2 optics, the downstream B4C aperture in brown, and the 
downstream exit flange in solid pink color.  The beam trajectory is shown as the blue arrow. 

 
3.1 Removing the KB optics from the beam: 
In order to remove the optics from the beam, the two mirrors need to be withdrawn from the 
beam path.  This can be accomplished by a variety of motions, however, another constraint is 
that the beam should come out from the center of the back flange so as to line up with the 
entrance aperture into the downstream chamber. Pivoting the mirror tank around the B4C 
aperture will allow the beam to pass clearly over the optics with several mm of clearance while 
still centering the beam in the downstream flange. 
To show this, first define a local coordinate system for the KB optics centered on the B4C 
aperture in the KB optics tank, upstream of the KB mirror. 
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Table showing nominal positions of elements in the KB optics tank in inserted position in local coordinates along the 
beam path with the origin at the center of the leading aperture. 

Component X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) 
front flange 0.000 0.000 -89.870
Leading B4C aperture 0.000 0.000 0.000
KB1 pole 0.000 0.000 262.260
KB1 - leading edge -2.770 0.000 62.279
KB1 - trailing edge 2.770 0.000 462.241
KB2 pole 13.848 0.000 762.068
KB2 - leading edge 8.309 -2.770 562.145
KB2 - trailing edge 19.388 2.770 961.991
Trailing B4C aperutre 21.112 7.264 761.867
back flange 23.640 9.792 1,115.347
 
In order to rotate the mirror chamber to center the back flange on the unreflected beam path 
requires a rotation about the B4C aperture of 21.197 mrad in the horizontal direction (southward) 
and 8.780 mrad in the vertical direction (downward).  The positions of the components listed 
above then change to the values listed below.  Note that the X positions of the first optic and Y 
positions of the second optic are the important values for determining the possible interference of 
the optic with the beam. 
Table showing nominal positions of elements in the KB optics tank in withdrawn position using same coordinate 
system as above. 

Component X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) 
front flange 1.905 0.789 -89.850
Leading B4C aperture 0.000 0.000 0.000
KB1 pole -5.559 -2.302 262.201
KB1 - leading edge -4.090 -0.547 62.265
KB1 - trailing edge -7.028 -4.058 462.137
KB2 pole -2.304 -6.691 761.897
KB2 - leading edge -3.606 -7.705 562.019
KB2 - trailing edge -1.002 -5.676 961.775
Trailing B4C aperture -0.595 -1.728 1023.897
back flange 0.000 0.000 1115.096
 
The plan and elevation views of the optics in the withdrawn position are shown below in Figure 5 
as scale an anamorphic drawing.  It is clear from the anamorphic view that the beam clears the 
optics. 
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Figure 5: Anamorphic view of the plan and elevation scale (vertical scale 10x) drawings of the KB optics in the "withdrawn” 
position. 
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With the optics rotated out of the beam by rotating the mirror tank about the B4C aperture as 
suggested above, the view through the tank becomes clear, as shown below in Figure 6 for a 
beam’s eye view of the beam through the tank. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Beam’s‐eye view of the KB optics in the withdrawn position showing the front flange in transparent pink color, the 
B4C aperture in transparent brown, the horizontally deflecting KB1 and vertically deflecting KB2 optics, the downstream B4C 
aperture in brown, and the downstream exit flange in solid pink color.  The beam trajectory is shown as the blue dot, passing 
straight through the tank. 

 

3.2 Additional movement required for optics alignment: 
The LCLS beam will be aligned with the center of the optics by translating them to illuminate 
YAG crystals that are affixed to the leading and trailing edges of the optics.  Since the leading 
and trailing edges are 2.77mm from the center of the optic in the X&Y motion coordinates of the 
vacuum tank, motions of +/-(2.77+1.0) are required to be able to fully move the beam off of the 
optical surface and onto the YAG screens.  Since the YAG screen are not polished mirror 
surfaces they will not efficiently reflect the FEL beam, acting instead as absorbers, and are 
therefore not considered further in this ray trace. The required range of motion at the apertures is 
therefore: 
 Upstream flange:  XU +4mm/-4mm YU +4mm/-4mm 
 Downstream flange: XD +4mm/-24mm YD +4mm/-10mm 
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Figure 7: Plan and elevation views (not to scale) of the KB optics showing the motions required for alignment and withdrawl of 
the optics from the beam.  The approximate positions of the linear stages for positioning the optics are indicated. 

Only motions that increase the angle of the mirror to the beam will impact the possible trajectory 
of the beam in the hutch, since the beam can only be deflected upwards and away from the hard 
x-ray line by the KB mirrors. Any decrease in the deflection angle caused by the opposite motion 
of the mirrors and tank can translate the beam no further downwards and southwards (towards 
the hard x-ray beamline) than the position of the non-KB, non deflected beam. 
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Figure 8: Stand for the KB mirror system showing the positions of the two horizontal and three vertical stages for positoning the 
mirrors. 
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Figure 9:  The position of the optics relative to the stages can be seen in this view.  The B4C apertures are almost directly above 
the horizontal stages.  The upstream vertical stage is a few cm ahead of the upstream B4C Aperture and the two downstream 
vertical stages are about 100mm upstream from the end of the vertical focusing mirror. 

The distance between the two horizontal and two sets of vertical stages of the KB optics tank, 
which will be used to provide the above motions is approximately 0.933m. The horizontally 
deflecting mirror angle is increased when XU decreases and/or XD increases, to the maximum 
increase in the deflection angle of the beam is twice the change in the angle of the mirror and is 
2x8mm/0.933m = 17.15mrad.  The vertically deflecting mirror similarly increases its deflection 
angle when YU decreases and/or YD increases.  Again, the maximal increase in the deflection 
angle (two times the incidence angle) is 17.15mrad. Given the distance from the leading edges of 
the mirrors to the hutch wall BT1S1 – KB1(leading edge) = 5.68m and BT1S1 – KB2(leading 
edge) = 5.18m, the maximum corresponding displacement of the beam from the nominal 
trajectory will be 97.4mm horizontally and 88.8mm vertically.  The position where the central 
ray through the collimators intersects the downstream wall of hutch 1 in the NEH after reflecting 
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off of the leading edges of the KB mirrors in their maximally deviated alignment (BT1S1K-MD) 
in LCLS units is therefore:  
Component Description X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 
BT1S1K-
MD 

NEH1 Beam termination, AMO with 
KB, maximum deviation 

2.3245 1.6269 768.830 

 
Effect of Roll: 
The two vertical downstream struts make it possible to introduce roll into the optics alignment.  
Although there is an electronic tilt sensor that will prevent the stages from rolling the vacuum 
tank, and hence damaging the bellows connecting the KB optics tank to the upstream and 
downstream vacuum systems, only the hard stops on the range of motion will be considered here.  
The two vertical stages will have a range of motion of +4mm/-10mm around their nominal 
setting.  The pivot points for the vertical stages on the vacuum tanks are separated by 0.276 m so 
the corresponding angular range of motion is +/- 50.68 mrad.  A roll in the alignment of a mirror 
introduces a displacement h at a distance z from the mirror in the direction parallel to the mirror 
surface  given by: tan sin 2h z θ φ=  where θ is the grazing angle of incidence on the mirror and 
Ø is the roll angle of the mirror.  The maximum additional horizontal and vertical deviations of 
the position of the beam at the hutch wall due to roll of the vertically and horizontally deflecting 
mirrors is therefore 7.0 and 7.7 mm respectively.  The maximum deviation of the beam, 
including roll of the optics, BT1S1K-MDR in LCLS units is therefore: 
Component Description X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 
BT1S1K-
MDR 

NEH1 Beam termination, AMO with 
KB, maximum deviation including optics 
roll 

2.3315 1.6346 768.830 

 
Hard Stops: 
Mechanical hard stops will be attached to each stage to limit the range of motion of the tanks at 
the apertures to the +/-4mm around the nominal beam position as described above.  These hard 
stops are mechanically attached to the stage as a set of spacers captured on a shoulder screw that 
is attached to the moving part of the stage.  The spacers and shoulders screws on the stage are 
shown below in Figure 10.  To limit the range of motion of the mechanism used to move the 
optics into and out of the beam, a mechanical stopper will be attached to the stand,  As only the 
dowsnstream part of the stand is moved to align the optics into or out of the beam, only one arm 
is required to constrain the stages to their required locations.  The design of the hard stop is 
pending. 
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Figure 10: Design of the stages used to position the optics in the beam showing the spacers used to limit the range of travel of 
the tank at the positions of the apertures to +/‐4 mm. 
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4. Ray Tracing: 
The ray tracing in the hutch is done considering only the two upstream collimators, C3S1 and 
C4S1 as beam defining apertures.  Two beam paths are considered, 1) the beam through the 
hutch without reflecting off of the KB optics, and 2) the beam path off of the KB optics over 
their possible range of motion.  The experimental chamber has been designed to safely contain 
the beam within its vacuum envelope, but at this point, the chamber is not considered as defining 
the possible trajectory of the beam and so it is not considered in the ray tracing. 
The locations of key elements in the ray tracing are collected in the table below with all of the 
dimensions in LCLS coordinates. 
Component Description X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 
C3S1 Collimator upstream of FEE-NEH shield wall 1.0028 1.400 755.973 
C4S1 Collimator downstream of FEE-NEH shield 

wall 
1.2263 1.400 758.656 

KB1 Horizontal KB optic 1.6173 1.400 763.3510 
KB2 Vertical KB optic 1.6727 1.400 763.8482 
BT1 Downstream shield wall of NEH hutch 1 - - 768.8300 

 
The C3S1and C4S1 collimators define the possible beam trajectories in the hutch, as described in 
section 2 of this document, and result in a beam position uncertainty that is a circle of radius 
20.871mm at the downstream wall of hutch 1. 
The Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors deflect the incoming beam through an angle of 27.7 mrad, 
horizontally for the first KB mirror and vertically for the second KB mirror, when they are 
inserted in the beam in their nominal alignment.  The mirrors are considered to deflect the cone 
of FEL beam trajectories and result in a displacement of the beam uncertainty cone from the 
straight through position as detailed below. 
The KB mirrors are solidly mounted to the vacuum tank, but the vacuum tank is mounted to 
linear translation stages in order to align the mirrors to achieve the appropriate focusing, or even 
remove them from the beam.  The range of motion required to achieve these goals is outlined 
above in sections 3.1 and 3.2 and produces an uncertainty in the maximum deflection angle of 
the FEL beam of an additional 17.15 mrad.  As the mirrors are moveable over a greater range of 
motion towards the withdrawn direction, the uncertainty in the position of the beam is considered 
to extend from the undeflected beam to the maximum deflection angle (27.7 + 17.15 mrad) plus 
the beam position uncertainty from the collimators. 
The locations where the central rays for these three conditions intersect the downstream wall of 
NEH hutch 1 are collected in the table below.  These values, with the addition of the 20.871mm 
radius uncertainty in the position of the beam are used to create the anamorphic drawings shown 
below. 

Ray Description X (m) Y (m) 
unreflected Beam through the collimators 2.0737 1.4000 
Nominal KB Beam reflected off KB optics at 27.7 mrad 2.2270 1.5380 
Maximum deflection  Beam reflected off leading edge of KB 

optics at 44.85 mrad plus roll (BT1S1K-
MDR above) 

2.3315 1.6346 
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Figure 11: Anamorphic (20:1 Vert to Horiz) elevation view of the AMO beamline beam path through NEH hutch 1.  The 
undeflected beam path is shown in dark blue, the nominal KB deflected beam path in bright blue and the maximally deviated 
beam path in turquoise.  The beam path uncertainty cone of 1.8572 mrad from the collimator openings is included for each 
path. The vertical position of the three beam paths are indicated in red on the right hand side of the image. 
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Figure 12: Anamorphic (20:1 Vert to Horiz) plan  view of the AMO beamline beam path through NEH hutch 1.  The undeflected 
beam path is shown in dark blue, the nominal KB deflected beam path in bright blue and the maximally deviated beam path in 
powder blue.  The beam path uncertainty cone of 1.8 mrad from the collimator openings is included for each path. The 
horizontal position of the three beam paths are indicated in red on the right hand side of the image. 
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The positions of the intersections of the three trajectories outlines above hitting the downstream 
wall are shown in the figure below.  Including an additional generous stay clear of 25.4 mm, 
slightly larger than the 21.5mm radius of the cone of radiation through the collimators, around 
the possible beam paths, a 349.9mm horizontal by 327.0mm vertical area on the shield wall 
needs to have an air gap of at least 26cm sized appropriately to prevent the beam from damaging 
the downstream shield wall.  Under normal operating conditions, the beam will be safely 
contained with the AMO vacuum chamber as described in detail in LCLS ESD 1.6-128 using a 
set of B4C apertures and tubes to restrict the beam path within the instrument and prevent 
damage. The beam is safely terminated onto a B4C beam stop in the chamber and should never 
leave the vacuum chamber. 
 

 
Figure 13: Positions where the three beam trajectories intersect the downstream shield wall of hutch 1.  The circles indicate the 
beam position uncertainty from the collimators, and the shielded area includes an additional 25.4mm of stay clear. 
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Appendix I: 

Derivation of Position Data for key points in NEH Hutch 1 
The positions of the mirrors and collimators are defined by the XTOD configuration drawing 
(currently version 57, drawing number LLNL-MI-409495) with some of the numbers captured in 
LCLS ESD 1.5-133-r0.  The general layout of these elements in the front end enclosure and NEH 
are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 14: Schematic illustration of the mirrors, collimators and stoppers in the LCLS beam path into the Near Experimental Hall.   
Picture modified from ESD 1.5‐133‐r0 to reflect exchange of SXR and AMO experimental hutch assignements. 

The soft x-ray mirror deflection angle is nominally 27.7 mrad (2 x 13.85 mrad grazing incidence 
angle). 
The hard x-ray mirror deflection angle is nominally 2.7 mrad (2 x 1.35 mrad grazing incidence 
angle). 
The Z positions of various components in LCLS coordinates in the beam path to hutch 1 are 
compiled from the XTOD configuration drawing below.  All elements in the beam path 
preceding the second Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror (KB2) are at a nominal height (Y-poisiton) of 
1.4m.  The X-position, expressed as a displacement from the LCLS straight –ahead beam center, 
of each element can be calculated from the Z-position and the deflected angle. 
Component Description Z-position (m) 
M1S First soft x-ray mirror 739.185 
M2S Second soft x-ray mirror 741.835 
M3S1 NEH1 deflecting mirror 750.751 
C3S1 NEH1 collimator – upstream of shield wall 755.973 
C4S1 NEH1 collimator – downstream of shield wall 758.656 
FEE-NEH interface Upstream face of NEH1 wall 757.4006 
IV16S1 AMO beamline treaty flange valve  759.425 
M3S2 NEH2 deflecting mirror 750.751 
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M1H First hard x-ray deflecting mirror 740.510 
M2H Second hard x-ray deflecting mirror 751.843 
 
Derived positions for the X positions of the various elements as well as the Z-location of the 
inside faces of the upstream and downstream NEH1 hutch walls are below (in LCLS 
coordinates). 
Component X (m) Z (m) note 
M1S 0.0 739.185  
M2S 0.0734 741.835 27.7 mrad deflection 
M3S1 0.5679 750.751 55.4 mrad deflection 
C3S1 1.0028 755.973 83.1 mrad deflection 
C4S1 1.2263 758.656 83.1 mrad deflection 
BP1S1 NEH1-AMO up wall 1.1979 758.315 Wall face in hutch 
BT1S1 NEH1-AMO down wall 2.0737 768.830 Wall face in hutch 
XTOD –AMO Treaty flange 1.2903 759.425  
BP1S2 NEH1-SXR up wall 0.9873 758.315 Entry of SXR beam path into NEH1 
BT1S2 NEH1-SXR down wall 1.5705 768.830 Exit of SXR beam path from NEH1 
BP1H NEH1-HXR up wall 0.0306 758.315 Entry of HXR beam path into NEH1 
BT1H NEH1-HXR down wall 0.0306 768.830 Exit of HXR beam path from NEH1 
 
The two Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors in the AMO beamline deflect and focus the LCLS beam 
into the experiment.  They are comprised of 400mm long, 25mm thick flat polished silicon 
mirrors that are bent into the appropriate elliptical shape using a mechanical bender mechanism. 
The first mirror, KB1, deflects the beam horizontally at nominally 27.7 mrad away from the hard 
x-ray beam path through the hutch.  The second mirror, KB2, 0.5m downstream from the first, 
deflects the beam vertically upwards at nominally 27.7 mrad.  The mirrors are designed to be 
removed from the beam path if necessary, to allow the beam to pass through to downstream 
focusing elements if necessary.  The KB1 and KB2 mirrors are 1.6m and 1.1m upstream along 
the beam path from the interaction region in the AMO High Field Physics chamber (HFP) 
respectively.  According to the latest layout of NEH hutch 1 (03/09/09) the interaction region is 
14.2437m from the M3S1 mirror along the beam path and the KB1 and KB2 mirrors have the 
following positions (in LUSI coordinates). 
Component Z (m) [LCLS] X (m) [LCLS] 
KB1 11.5080 [763.3510] 1.5867 [1.6173] 
KB2 12.0052 [763.8482] 1.6421 [1.6727] 
 
Transforming from LUSI coordinates to LCLS coordinates involves adding the X & Z position 
of the M2H mirror in LCLS coordinates to the LUSI coordinates (0.0306 and 751.843 
respectively).   
The interaction points in the AMO instrumentation are 1.1 m downstream of the KB2 mirror 
HFP chamber and 2.9982 for the Diagnostics chamber.  The positions of the interaction points in 
LCLS coordinates for the KB and non-KB positions and the position where the beam intersects 
the downstream hutch wall off of the KB mirrors are summarized below in LCLS coordinates. 
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Component X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 
IP1K – with KB 1.7942 1.4305 764.9408 
IP2K – with KB 2.0040 1.4830 766.8267 
BT1S1K – with KB 2.2270 1.5380 768.830 
IP1 – no KB 1.7502 1.4000 764.9455 
IP2 – no KB 1.9077 1.4000 766.8372 

  


